SANDWICHES!

Tuna, egg and chicken __ sandwiches can include mayo and celery
Cheddar, provolone, Swiss, and pepper jack are popular types of __
A tea or __ sandwich should be small enough to eat in a couple of bites
This type of pressed sandwich is popular at many lunch spots
A __ pork sandwich is a BBQ favorite
This sandwich is normally on rye with corned beef and sauerkraut
A doner kebab is from __; a gyro is from Greece
Blondie's husband __ liked large, multilayered sandwiches
A __ cheese sandwich goes well with soup on a cold night
Heroes, hoagies, po'boys, and grinders are served on this type of bread
The 'L' in hoagies stands for __
Yellow, Dijon, spicy brown, and deli-style are types of this condiment
These can be sweet, spicy, kosher, or dill
This Sunday night leftover makes a good sandwich for lunch
A fried ham and cheese sandwich is called a Monte Cristo or croque-__
To cut calories, a sandwich can be made into a wrap using a __
A __ or a double-decker features turkey, ham & cheese on toast
___ sandwiches come with au jus for dipping
These aren't only good in spaghetti sauce
A turkey sandwich can be served ____ with mashed potatoes and gravy
A ____ is ground hamburger, onions and tomato sauce on a bun
A __ sandwich is named after its resemblance to a naval vessel
Oil, egg yolk, and lemon juice or vinegar are the basis of this condiment
Muffulettas are popular in this Louisiana city
A __ Cheese steak: steak, cheese, and sometimes onions and peppers
This famous singer liked peanut butter, banana, and bacon sandwiches
PB&J is a lunch box favorite. 'PB' is for this creamy spread
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